REGAIN HOPE, RECOGNIZE YOUR OWN
INESCAPABLE PERSONAL SHINE, AND
REIGNITE YOUR UNIQUE SPARK WITHIN!
We’ve all been there — our personal dark
night of the soul can easily become heavy
and daunting when navigating alone. Yet,
throughout history, women have reached
out to and accessed the power of the
collective female energy to regain their
power to rise . . . and shine.
We experience the super-power of the
tribe by sharing our stories. You, too, are
an amazing woman, deserving to shine in
your own power.
• Embrace your own personal
lightness of being
• Acknowledge your innate truth
of beauty, grace, and spirit
• Share your unique inner glow to
empower, uplift, and inspire others

Join us and change the world with love.
Together, we create a beautiful tribe!
“We are not special in our darkness.
We are special in our shine and our
desire to share! — Misti

Misti Wriston

BE THE LIGHT.
We help each other find our way
by shining our own light.

HERE COMES THE SUN

This triumphant tribe of incredible
women share their stories of choosing to shine and overcome personal
moments of darkness.
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Deborah Driggs

Suffering Quietly
Did you know that women are taken down quicker and faster by alcohol
than men are? Women’s bodies absorb alcohol much faster than men’s
bodies, and women are more at risk for physical damage caused by alcohol.
It was incredibly difficult to label myself an alcoholic, let alone a person
with an addiction. I just could not surrender to the knowledge that I had to
stop drinking to heal. Getting sober was the hardest thing I have ever done,
harder even than the twelve-hour extreme adventure races I used to do!
I knew from an early age that I had a problem; I just wasn’t sure what
it was. I was angry and rebellious in my teens. By the age of eighteen, I
had been arrested twice and put in jail. I still would not surrender to the
idea that alcohol was making my life worse. I white-knuckled for years,
holding on for dear life.
I did not always drink, and I could go days or months without alcohol,
so I was somewhat baffled when I finally decided to surrender once and
for all. Many people would tell me, “Deb, you are not an alcoholic,” and
that would confuse me even more. I knew I drank too much. Deep down
I knew the truth. I was suffering quietly, alone, afraid that if I said I had a
problem, everything would change. I was definitely in a dark place.
In my twenties I thought I was just having fun. I was the life of the
party, the one who made people laugh. I was the girl you called if you
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wanted to go out and have fun. Anything could happen. I did crazy stuff
and lost my moral compass. My friends had to remind me of the things
we did the night before because I blacked out and couldn’t remember.
Deep down it felt dark, and there was nothing laughable about it. I never
felt good about blacking out, but that is where alcohol took me. It wasn’t
about how much I drank; I always had a hard time remembering what
happened the night before. The details were foggy.
Living a lie is lonely. I was successful and well liked, while on the
inside my soul was dying. I couldn’t believe other people could drink
and remember the night before when I could not. I knew I was getting
progressively worse.
My drinking mellowed in my thirties, but my suffering increased. The
darkness got worse. I was married and had three children, which reduced
the amount of drinking, and when I did drink, I got sick. I was still living
a lie. On the outside I had a beautiful husband and three beautiful babies.
On the inside I was in so much emotional pain. No matter what I tried,
the pain would not stop. I am an extremist, so I started training like crazy,
four to six hours a day. During my adventure racing days, great endorphins were getting released. My suffering was so bad that not even adventure racing and being in the best shape of my life could make me feel
better. This was not the cure.
On the outside, everything looked good, but this was an inside job.
The emotional healing that I needed was nowhere in reach. It also did
not help that I suffered with postpartum depression after my third baby. I
had three babies back-to-back, which took a huge toll on my body. I was
severely depressed and tired. I was beating myself up instead of giving
myself love and care. I thought something was definitely wrong with
me. I remember when Brooke Shields revealed that she suffered from
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postpartum and took medication and then Tom Cruise bashed her on
national TV for taking a pill—and I kept quiet!
In my forties I hit rock bottom. I was suffering—quietly. The progression of this horrible addiction brought me to my knees. I had no clue
what was making me hurt this bad. I did not know yet that I suffered from
trauma and alcoholism. Bad combo. So I did the worst thing possible and
attempted to end it—once and for all. My relationship with alcohol was
so bad I had a nervous breakdown, and in a moment of impulsive decision-making, when I was overwhelmed with darkness and soul sickness,
I took a bottle of pills and chased them down with vodka.
I ended up in a lockdown situation. For the next two months I had
to learn how to walk again—not literally, but having had my life saved, I
had to walk out of the darkness. I honestly knew nothing about recovery,
so I learned everything I could, especially how things can come to a head
if you do not deal with issues early on. I didn’t know about the disease of
alcoholism or, more importantly, how it affects women. So I learned.
I spent months in rehab learning about addiction. While I was in
rehab I thought, “Well, this isn’t that bad.” Denial at its finest. Resistance at
its finest. The sickness was there, but my ego would not let go. I left rehab
thinking, “I got this,” which was a huge mistake.
I went back into the dark and spent years drinking, slowly sliding
down the rabbit hole. Addiction can be a fast killer or a slow killer. For me
it was a slow kill. Here is the good news. I now knew that when I drank, it
wasn’t going to be good, so drinking was not fun anymore.
In my fifties, still looking for a solution, I abandoned research and
took up deep soul searching. I would do whatever I had to do to get out
of the dark. I mean, how does this actress/model and successful businesswoman end up on a soul-searching mission? How does that happen
when on the outside it looked as if I had everything? And yes, I had more
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than enough. I had hit most of my goals—financial goals, business goals,
creative goals—but I was still suffering.
Then it finally hit me!
One day when I finally confided in someone that I was suffering, they
said to me, “Wow, really? You always look as though you have it all together!”
Drop a piano on my head! I wondered how many other people were
like me, suffering quietly. I went on a mission. I started reading every
book on trauma and healing. I checked into a rehab facility to work on
trauma. When I left that rehab, I realized there was no follow-up program
for what I wanted to do. There are a lot of amazing twelve-step programs,
but I wanted to do more intensive work.
I woke up at 2:00 a.m. in November 2020 with the decision to create a
ninety-day program. I enrolled in a life coaching program (I have done a
few now) and started writing a weekly blog geared toward people like me
who are quietly suffering. I am no longer in the darkness, although sometimes in the middle of the night I still feel fearful and anxious.
Today I dance with that fear and anxiety. It does not take me down or
isolate me. I work with it. I stay sober from the neck up one day at a time.
I write every day. I coach every day. I work with people with addiction.
What a gift!
Removing everything from my life that did not serve me was a huge
step. Addiction comes in many forms: alcohol, drugs, pills, shopping, sex,
food, traveling, gambling. You get it. So I removed all of it. When I had my
2:00 a.m. wake-up call, I outlined on two white boards what this healing
would look like. At this point in my soul-searching endeavor, I had done
yoga retreats, pranic healing, energy cleansing, life coaching with someof-the-best-in-the-world life coaches, silence retreats, meditation retreats,
Happiness Is a Way of Life retreats, and even the 75 Hard mental toughness program! As I was writing on my whiteboards, I kept thinking, “Deb,
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you have spent time, money, and energy doing all these seminars and
retreats! Do your own!” And so I did.
I wrote on one whiteboard everything I was removing for ninety days
and on the other whiteboard everything I was giving myself. It was like a
diet for the soul. Time to kill off bad eating habits and start eating tasty,
healthy, nutritious food. Knowing it is never good to take something away
without giving something in return, I thought about how our brains heal by
holding good thoughts, not just by removing bad ones. It is a give-and-take.
Using this give-and-take model, I created Deb’s Den, a safe space
to heal. This time I was committed to healing. I stopped traveling and
every other negative distraction, including the way I used social media. I
changed completely. I got to work. Let the soul cleansing begin!
I still felt resistance to this change. Some days I was on my knees,
ready to give up! My mind kept saying, “Get on a plane and go to Cabo.
Drink margaritas and eat chips and guacamole.” My old habits really
wanted to take me down, but I stuck to my ninety-day program. When
I completed my ninety days, I kept going, because by then the pain had
lessened, and I liked the results.
I am in recovery. It is a daily practice to keep staying positive. I pray,
meditate, drink water, do yoga, work, write, read, eat healthfully, and
spend time with loved ones. Most importantly, I am of service.
Looking at my part in every situation has been the biggest gift. Obviously, with years of drinking (I started very young), I owed a lot of amends.
What a beautiful gift to be able to own my part in every situation. Let me be
very clear: today I do not blame anything on my drinking, as I had done for
years. Every day, I have a choice to pick up a drink or not. What I do know
is nothing good will come to me if I do. I also know I cannot be an example
to the people I truly want to help if I start again. My greatest realization was
that I get way more out of helping and coaching than any drink ever gave me.
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This chapter is about getting a glimpse of what life can actually
look like without an addiction tugging at you. This is the solar eclipse
of change, an opening for newly formed self-care habits. It is a beautiful
surrender into a magical way of thinking, a surrender made with guidance
and love, especially self-love. It is about learning to love ourselves first,
healing ourselves first, and learning how to be alone with our feelings and
thoughts. I don’t know about you, but I never learned these skills growing
up. These skills need to be taught and shared, learned and practiced.
Emotional education is where it is at today. Mental illness is real and
affecting too many to count. It is time to shift the paradigm and break
historical trauma stories passed down generation after generation. I get
to break the pattern in my gene pool. What a gift! I mean generations of
traumas that I wasn’t even a part of but are lying dormant in my nervous
system. Interesting, right? Healing my past genetic traumas is going to
heal future generations. We get to stop these patterns.
I have a team of coaches, mentors, healers, and holistic doctors
to help keep me in check. I cannot and will not do this alone. When I
am suffering quietly, isolation feels normal. It is not normal. If you find
yourself isolating and wanting to be alone more and more, please check in
with someone about that. Remember, the ego wants to take over.
This chapter is not for everyone, but I was called to write to those
who suffer like I did. Put your hands on your heart and let the Universe do
its magic. You and I are not alone. We never were. Guidance and healing
are available; we just need to tap into them!
I want to thank all the women who have guided me on my journey
to sobriety. Many have shown me how to live gracefully. I will be forever
grateful for those beautiful, inspiring women. They save my ass every day
and keep my spirit shining in the sunlight!
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Deborah Driggs is on a healing path. Known for her acting roles in Night
Rhythms, Total Exposure, and Neon Bleed, she has also been a Playboy centerfold and cover girl, a member of the Screen Actors Guild, and a toprated insurance industry professional. Deborah has overcome a number of
challenges by being willing to take risks and maintain a positive attitude.
Pursuing her interest in dance, Deborah won a spot on the US Football
League cheerleading squad and joined a professional dance company touring Japan. When she returned to Los Angeles, she began her modeling
career and auditioned for Playboy. After posing as a centerfold, she was
invited to grace the cover of the March and April 1990 issues of Playboy—
the leading men’s magazine in the world at the time—which led to opportunities as a VJ (video jockey) for the Playboy Channel’s Hot Rocks show
and appearances in several rock videos. Dedicated to helping women break
through negative self-talk and take on any challenge, Deborah knows the
difference it can make to have a helping hand when one needs it the most.
Her response to internal struggles is, “If there is a struggle, then there is
a problem, and in that problem there is a beautiful, simple solution for
complicated souls!”
www.deborahdriggs.com
deborah@deborahdriggs.com
www.imdb.com/name/nm0237910/ (Deborah Driggs—IMDb)
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